The easy upgrade of your alarm panel!

Even great alarm systems can be puzzling...
Security systems are installed everywhere. Intrusion alarm systems are
part of the security of almost every office and also many private homes.
ATS Advanced alarm systems (also known as Aritech) are very popular. It is
the intrusion systems of choice of many people worldwide. Considered a
great system by many professional security installers.

But would you not agree that many customers sometimes struggle to
use the panel? How many false alarms are generated because of user
errors?
And would it not make sense to connect your intrusion alarm system to other
parts of your security system or your home automation system?

Intuitive security and home automation
Dutch technology innovator Delightica created domox as an easy, but highly effective, upgrade of your
Aritech / ATS Advanced alarm system. Our design goals were clear and simple:
1—Users must be able to manage the intrusion alarm systems with their iPhone.
2—Users must be able to easily monitor the video feeds of their IP cameras.
3—Users must be able to interface with their home automation system.
And security installers must be able to install, configure and reconfigure the domox systems swift and
without hassle.
And this is exactly what we have accomplished!

The magic of domox
The domox solution consists of the domox controller that is installed in the local IP
network and that connects the Internet.
The controller connects to all modern ATS Advanced panels. It
automatically imports the alarm configuration. It also connects to home automation
systems that follow the KNX standard.
The controller is als connected to the domox portal. Installers can remotely monitor
and edit installations. We are very proud of the wizard that makes commissioning the
solution very simple.
The domox control app runs on iPhones and iPads to monitor the system, including
the video feeds from IP-cameras.

Your clients will love the app!
The Apple platform was selected for security reasons and the ability to deliver an
app that truly puts the user in the driving seat.
The sense of control will appeal to your customer. The domox upgrade of their ATS
Advanced alarm system turns their trusted intrusion detection system into a cutting
edge solution to control the security and automation of their offices and their
homes.
Intrusion detection, lights, audio-visual systems, HVAC and cameras: everything can
be managed from the domox control app.

domox Go

domox Pro

domox Enterprise

1-4 cameras

1-11 cameras

2+ cameras

12-60 zones

20-212 zones

48+ zones

Domox Control App

Domox Control App

Domox Control App
Custom configurations

There is a suitable solution for size and every type of busines or home, depending on the size of zones and also the number of cameras. After initial
purchase, installations can be expanded with additional license packs.
The initial investment is limited. A monthly fee applies after that, based on installation size.
Upgrade the intrusion alarm systems of your clients with domox. A great opportunity to find recurring business!
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